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Dashboard Tools — Resources about business intelligence dashboard tools, a data visualization tool that displays the current status of metrics and key performance indicators (KPIs) for an enterprise.

Chartio — Resources about Chartio, a business intelligence tool that allows business users to explore their business data in real time. The tool’s drag-and-drop interface writes queries or allows users to write and share SQL queries.

Datorama — Resources about Datorama, a marketing analytics company which provides marketing integration engine for enterprises, agencies, publishers, and platforms.

Google Cloud Datalab — Resources about Google Cloud Datalab, a powerful interactive tool created to explore, analyze, transform and visualize data and build machine learning models on Google Cloud Platform.

Looker Analytics — Resources about Looker, a business intelligence software and big data analytics platform that allows to explore, analyze and share real-time business analytics.

Qlik — Resources about Qlik, a set of business intelligence and data visualization solutions, which include Qlik Sense, a self-service data visualization app, Qlik View, a guided analytics solution for discovering deeper analytics, and more.

Roambi — Resources about Roambi (acquired by SAP), a data visualization platform for mobile users that allows to publish reports, charts, and dashboards that can be shared on teams’ mobile devices.

Sisense - BI Visualization Tools — Resources about Sisense, a BI software solution that simplifies data preparation and interactive visualization.

Tableau — Resources about Tableau, a business intelligence software that helps people see and understand their data.

Zoomdata — Resources about Zoomdata, a big data analytics and visualization tool that provides embedded analytics, fast visualization analytics, and more.

Mode Analytics - BI Visualization Tools — Resources about Mode Analytics, a cloud service that data analysts can use to query and visualize data.
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